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ABSTRACT

The simulator of PCM data stream is an important apparatus. Without an advanced high
data rate simulator, were not there a PCM system with advanced performance. After
careful study, a simulator in laboratory of PCM stream with the data rate up to 30 Mbps is
now designed. Our simulator differs from the traditional ones in the design principle and
can bring all potentialities into play. It is more powerful in function, easier to test and more
accurate in control. In the meanwhile, it can keep compatible with old simulators.

INTRODUCTION

The PCM simulator is an indispensable insrtument used in the system-debugging and
performance-testing of any PCM systems. Based on a PC or a single-chip microcomputer,
A PCM simulator with the highest rate of 30 Mbps can be constructed. Formally, a PCM
simulator can be designed either in the form of a PC's standard card to be inserted into any
PC's extension slot or in the form of a standalone single-chip microcomputer system
without any hardware and software support from a PC. Technically, both schemes adopt
the global ping-pong RAM technique whth the aid of our elaborately-programmed
software which provides great flexibility to the whole system. Accouding to our
experiences, the design is successful and the resulting modulator works quite well. It can
simutale the format-constant statically or the format-changing data signals dynamically. It
can also generate the radio frequency modulator signals or generate the video frequency
signals directly. Last but not the least, the structure of the simulator does not vary with the
complexity of the data format which revews our PCM simulator is a general purpose one
with a preferable ratio of performance to cost.



THE BASIC REQUIREMENTS OF PCM SIMULATOR

 According to the range of use, the simulator can be classified into two types: simple ones
and complex ones. The former is mainly used to determine whether a system a performs
well or not quickly. It is often a component of the whole system and its function is not too
complete. Compared to the simple simulators, the complex ones can meet different
requirements of all kinds of systems and can undertake the important performance test of a
system and the sophisticated real simulation of a specifec task. The focus of this paper is
on the design of the complex type of simulator for general purpose.

First of all, we well list the basic requirements of a simulator as follows:
(1) The format of data signals must be uniform.
(2) The simulator must be able to generate quadriphase clock with wide range of

code rate.
(3) The ratio of signal to noise (S/N) must be adjustable.
(4) The baseline offset must be adjustable.
(5) The simulator must be able to generat synchronous signals of minor frame,

frame, and word as well as the counter value of minor frame, frame, and word.
(6) The simulator nust be able to carry out the conversion of multiple code

waveforms.

The above requirements correspond to the fixed format of the first class in the American
IRIG standard. To meet the demands of more sophisticated test systems, the standard also
stiputates the varied format of the second class, the characteristics of which appear in the
part of “PCM standard” in the American IRIG 106-86 (ref 1).

GLOBAL PING-PONG RAM TECHNIQUE

The global ping-pong RAM technique is based on a kind of hardware structure with a high
rate of data transmission and processing. The data are transmitted and processed by two
CPUs parallelly in the unit of block. Because this technique utilizes the parallel operation
rather than the time sharing operation. The throughput capality is therefore doubled. The
block diagram of the hardware structure is shown in Fig.l.

As shown in the block diagram, the gardware is composed of two groups of identical IC
chips. Either group includes its own CPU, data buffer, RAM,and address switcher. The
two groups are controlled by control logicso that the access of the two storage areas by the
two CPUS will not conflict at any time. That is to say, if CPU1 occupies RAM1, then
CPU2 can only occupy RAM2, and vice versa. The treansmission and process of data is
carried out in the unit by block. When CPU1 sends data to RAM1 block by block , CPU2
can then fetch the previous block of data from RAM2. In this way, the input and output



doesn't affect each other and there is no conflict on the bus. Obviously, CPU1 is the
provider of data and CPU2 is the consumer of data. And their speed must be matched
prevent to loss of data. After a block is processed the two CPUs make a real time storage
switch. It must be guaranteed that the data processing speed CPU2 must be higher than the
data transmission speed of CPU1. This kind structure increases the overhead of hardware,
but can raise the speed significantly. Therefore it is suitable structure used in high speed
data acquisition, data transmission, and data processing. This structure is used in the
following design scheme.

A PCM SIMULATOR WITH HIGH RATE

From our point of view, it is wise to use global Ping-pong RAM technique for constructing
the PCM simulator with high rate. if it were conbined with single-chip microcomputer or
personal computer, the intelligent simulator with high rate will be constructed, which is
discussed as follows. The block diagram is shown in Fig 2.

In figure 2:

S0 -- Parallel data output
S1 -- Serial data output
S2 -- Noise-adding serial data output
S3 -- Baseline offset-adding serial data output
S4 -- Word synchronous signal
S5 -- Frame synchronous signal

This block diagram is composed of CPU, global ping-pong RAM, system control logic,
phase-splitter variable clock, parallel-serial converter, code waveform converter, noise-
adding circuit, baseline offset, frame counter, word counter and the corresponding
synchronous signal generator and modulator. The two RAMs are used as the dynamic
storage of which the capacity is selected according to the size of minor-frame, which are
separately defind as odd minor-frame and even minor-frame. Their working mode is as
follows: when the odd minor-frame is used as output, the even minor-frame makes real-
time amendment dynamically and prepares well for the next frame's output; vice versa. The
data to be amended can be formed into a format file and saved in the inner storage in
advance according to the demand of the designer. The dynamic simulation can also be
realized by software for the regular modulation to some data in the minor-frame. In RAM,
every word is composed of two parts:the lower-byte and higher-byte. The lower byte
represents the data or a part of the data; The higher byte represents the length of the word
or includes the other characteristic information related to the word. When a word is
fetched, its lower byte will directly be output parallelly through the buffer, at the same time
the other sequences will be transmitted to the parallel-serial converter circuit and formed



into NRZ-L code, and then be put into the next circuit to make further processing such as
code waveform converter and so on. It can form the different code mode of PCM serial
data stream(S1), noise-adding data stream(S2), noise-adding and baseline offset data
stream(S3) respectively. The higher byte is loaded to the decoding circuit to form word
length control, memory address increased by 1 and the other control signals.

The CPU undertakes the task of the initialization of the simulator, the control of the
code rate, the amendment of the even or odd minor-frame data, system display, self-testing
and so on. The modulator modulates the video frequency PCM data stream to radio carrier
frequency in order to achieve radio channel simulation. The phase-splitter clock sourcer is
in fact a frequency synthesizer under the control of CPU which generates pre-selected
code rate as well as 0, 90, 180, 270 quadriphase signals to meet the demands such as code
waveform conversion. The system control logic is responsible to generate various kinds of
time sequence and address decoding signals necessary to ensure the system to work
circularly according to the format needed. The working rate of the simulator mainly
depends on the speed of the IC chips used. It is easy to build a 30M bps high rate
simulator if we select the memory chip with access time of 20-30ns, TMS320C25 as CPU,
and 74F series chips for other parts. The main restriction to the rate of the simulator comes
from the phase splitter sourcer. If the length of the word can vary between 8 to 16 bits,
with the instruction cycle of TMS320C25 being 0.1us(ref 2), the parallel data stream can
reach to 10M Byte or 10M word. In this condition, the rate of serial data stream will vary
between the range of 80-160M bps, its maximum shift clock rate must be between 80-
160MHz. Of course, generating such a high rate quadriphase clock will inevitably meet
some difficulties. But it is still safe to say that a simulator with a rate of 30M bps can be
constructed using IC chips currently available in the market.

CONCLUSION

The simulator described here belongs to a kind of general-purpose, high-rate, intelligence
mode.

During the design process, we have been emphizing the idea of standardization. The
specific form of the simulator can be different. For example, as mentioned at the beginning
we can design it as atandard PC card to made a PC into a intellegent personal apparatus or
a programmable waveform generator. In fact, the greater deal we get from standard design
is that only by changing the software (often the format file required by it alone), we can
make the system adaptable to any kinds of test tasks. To summarize, the simulator is the
fruit of standardized combination of computor technique, frequency systhesizing
technique, and radio frequency technique. As a whole the system appears to be a high
performance simulator in our laboratory.
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 Figure 1. the block diagram of global ping-pong

Figure 2. the block diagram of PCM simulator


